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€581,000 Apartment - For sale
Excellent 3 Bedroom apartment with 41m² garden for sale in El Campello, Alicante
Spain »  Alicante »  El Campello | Villajoyosa »  03570
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OVERVIEW

Excellent new-build 3-bedroom apartment with a 41 m²
garden for sale in a development with a pool and garden
in El Campello.

Lucas Fox presents this spectacular new development in Villajoyosa. It is a modern
residential complex located in the best area of Villajoyosa, 5 minutes' walk from Cala
Bol Nou and El Paraíso beach.

This unique residential complex of 66 homes is designed as a great viewpoint of the
Mediterranean Sea, with five terraced buildings that adapt to a topography with a
pronounced slope, which allows each home to have unbeatable views. In addition, it
offers swimming pools that merge with the sea, pleasant outdoor gardens and areas
for walking and resting; everything gives the whole a balance between modernity and
landscape

This house is distributed on two floors. On the main floor, we find the living-dining
room with the open-plan kitchen, in an open and diaphanous space, to maximize
space. This space opens onto a pleasant terrace, with a chill-out area to enjoy with
the family. The night area has two bedrooms, one of them with a private bathroom,
and another additional bathroom.

The secondary floor houses a multipurpose room, which can serve as the master
bedroom with its private bathroom and with access to a wonderful garden.

Contact us for more information.

lucasfox.com/go/alt35670

Sea views, Terrace, Swimming pool, Garden,
Gym, Natural light, Parking,
Communal terrace, Views, Playroom,
New build, Exterior, Chill out area, Alarm,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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